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M. Kobayashi and T. Maskawa, Prog. Theor. Phys. 49 (1973), 652.
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IM is very compact now that we

have time to digest it
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SM

MSSM


















































gauge structure is not
minimal

gauge
couplings do not

unify in the OM

Grand Unified Theories
GUTS

Solid SU 5 above M out

I symmetry breaking

soon x so 2 Y V4 SM in the IR
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A Universe Without Weak Interactions, Fox, Harnik, Kribs, arXiv: hep-ph/0604027


















































Why are there I generations

For a fun BSM paper read

A universe W o weak interactions

limitse lepton
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top quark ! 173 GeV

gluini

gravitini

Sophia Gad-Nasr

up quark ! 2 MeV

TASI Lectures by Babu, arXiv: 0910.2948
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mass

flavor⌫e ⌫µ ⌫⌧

m1

m2

m3

�m2
21 ' 7.5⇥ 10�5 eV2

|�m2
31| ' 2.5⇥ 10�3 eV2


















































Observations that cannot be explained
by the OM

Neutrino masses not observed

yeÉrH2 got Ni 1.1.01

Ta yun
10

Majorana
neutrinos

15 got e it Nr Iggy
Mas

Leeson scale
Mr 10 for
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Particle Data Group

Primordial light element abundances
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Fig. 2. Dependence of the CMB Doppler peaks on !.

as large as the presently observable universe. There seems to be no plausible way

of separating baryons and antibaryons from each other on such large scales.

It is interesting to note that in a homogeneous, baryon-symmetric universe,

there would still be a few baryons and antibaryons left since annihilations aren’t

perfectly efficient. But the freeze-out abundance is

nB

n!
=

nB̄

n!
! 10!20 (1.7)

(see ref. [4], p. 159), which is far too small for the BBN or CMB.

In the early days of big bang cosmology, the baryon asymmetry was consid-

ered to be an initial condition, but in the context of inflation this idea is no longer

tenable. Any baryon asymmetry existing before inflation would be diluted to a

negligible value during inflation, due to the production of entropy during reheat-

ing.

It is impressive that A. Sakharov realized the need for dynamically creating

the baryon asymmetry in 1967 [5], more than a decade before inflation was in-

vented. The idea was not initially taken seriously; in fact it was not referenced

again, with respect to the idea of baryogenesis, until 1979 [6]. Now it has 1040

citations (encouragement to those of us who are still waiting for our most interest-

ing papers to be noticed!). It was only with the advent of grand unified theories,

CMB
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Let's look at the JM

TIDY
2 symmetries

SU 2 i N eat

only left
handed

Noether's theorem 4 s e t
fermions conservedcurrentiii

j 424 ji 4811
8 14

However the partition violates
this symmetry because

the measure is not invariant

As a result we have
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IM has CP violation due to
a phase in the CKM matrix

How does this phase enter the production
of a baryon asymmetry
detailed calculations can be found in

favela et al CERN 93 7081

Back of the envelope estimate

Reem d ItguaryMET 10
20

Observed asymmetry

Mob 10
0

There is not enough CP rotation
in the om






































































































The expansion of our universe allows
for interactions to fall out of equilibrium
h order to decide if a process is in

equilibrium or not we cony its rate to
the idle rate

PH vs HH
h the IM even the neck interactions

are still large enough to equilibrate the OM
particles The only possibility of an out of equilibria
process identified in the OM was through a

1st order EW phase transition

At 4 0 the Higgs potential is the well
known Mexican hat potential 21 a minimum at

ve 246 Gert But it gets finite temperature
corrections in the early universe These corrections
result in EW symmetry restoration at T Tew
It order V14

T TC

Ett barrier universe

to getto the






































































































A 2 order PT proceed through bubble
nucleation Below a critical temperature Te regions
of true vacuum start 1 I dome ofthesebubbles collapse some expand and collide and
fill the whole universe

harmthe
gravitational

O
O waves

This ssoaaÉwdg happy
Ma 160 Ger but it is not

In the IM the EW transition is a

crossover There is never a barrier
operating the false vacuum from the true
vacuum It is always equilibrium
SM can not explain the baryon
asymmetry of the universe
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Astrophys J, 295, 305 (1985)

Vera Rubin 
(1928 - 2016)

13


















































DARK MATTER
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⌦d ⇠ 0.27

⌦b ⇠ 0.04


















































bullet cluster

you will have
lectures on dark matter

project
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Ordinary Matter

Dark Matter

Dark Energy
70%25%

5%


















































supernova project

of

Cosmological constantt problem

Lol 5m10 2 M
Ism A Nots

R Mpe
S very precise cancellation
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No gravity
in the am

strong
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Fujikawa, Phys. Rev. Lett. 42, 1195 (1979)


















































CP Violation in the strong sector
QCD Lagrangian is allowed to have

a team like

L o 0 It Gift
Eru Emap G

This torn actually can be rewritten as a

total derivative

GE 2 ja
where J EMP AvGap 3AvAaAp
Total derivatives do not affect equations
of motion and ne ft








































































































DX this one has non perturbative effects

Attiyah Tiger theorem
faxGE Ey Ids jr n

T integer

This O torn violates CP and generates
an electric dipole moment EDM for the neutron

I momma L ax 10
2

em

HH

O 10

why so

small

h there a symmetry behind the smallnessof
this dimensionless parameter 0

axiom might be the answer Also could
be dark matter
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The Hierarchy Problem!


















































Rfnaturalness problem
of the Higgs mass

Let's talk about symmetries
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Lsm yetHE r i I p L iEnD Er

If ye O we recover a continuous symmetry

1 eio L
In dog

chiral symmetry

Due to this would be symmetry all quantum
corrections to the electron mass will be

proportionalto ye
8me 2 Ye

Ye 10 a small number but it is
Ichoncallynational Protectedbyasymmetry
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Let's look at a toy scalar Lagrangian
Lo 1201 MY101

when My ve recover a shift symmetry
p p t c

do he expect the same protection from
quantum corrections

SNp Max loop integrals

There is another symmetry for ME 0 scale

vivarierceIt is more subtle and is actually broken
by quantum corrections
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htheOM
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It w zz

break the

quantum corrections to the Higgs mass
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t
Ma 125 GeV

would be
We usually don't want the quantum
corrections larger than Mu itself
which means

M O TeV
t

D t

pipe
Meggs
mass

I you are canceling two independent
terns up to a good precision y
want a symmetry reason for it

Otherwise you will have

something






































































































Now consider

L s 1201 rip101 it 04 MYTH
There is a curious symmetry where

ImpMI p ax

x op
scalar fermion

pea SUPERSYMMETRY

I
t

t it

2 GCE
stops to TeV
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Ince we haven't observed sperparters
y equal masses to JM particles we say Susy
must be broken somehow
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Another
way to have a light scalar isto have it as a pseudo thank Goldstone

bosom

If a global symmetry is spontaneously broker
there will be a massless scalar NG boson

if that symmetry is explicitly broker the scalar
is massive but can be light
The SM example pions QCD confinement

breaks 84127 x SU 2 n SU 2
diagond

This symmetry is also broker explicitly due
to quark masses The pNGB's are the

pions and it is natural for them to

be lighter than the OCD scale 01GW

Composite Higgs models
eg technicolor

Little Higgs models
spontaneous symmetry breaking
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w ever growing sun groups
eg 24137 5412

This Higgs models hep.ph0062567

Em
I

THAT that
B

has on 02141 symmetry which

can be spontaneously broken by
a higgs var

eg Sulu 5413

Extraversion
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There are a lot of particle phytes
experiments at the LHC and elsewhere

FASER MATHUSLA CODEX h
ship

Babar Belle

DUNE

XENON IT ADM X

Femi LAT

i
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HIIIII tell l

SM gauge
interactions are flavor universal

Q'DQ I D L

The only difference
between flavors

yet Hei

Tests of LF U Mt e v

M it B K D

l e Mi Z
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eg It MY level channel is helicity
suppressed

yes Helmet
raiser findingintEIme
big Kt ft u constant suppression

Mm MhÉm storax
EM corrections
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Taking ratios is good because you get rid
of a lot of hadronic physics which can be

non perturbative

What is expected from the SM

Rim 12 477 I 0.0011 10
5

what is measured by experiments
INAG KLOE

RIM 12.488 I 0.009 x 10
T

Feedswork to bring
the uncertainties down
to the theory level

b
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fast penguin diagramjohn Ellis

E

arket
An interesting decay
to look at is

IEEEB Rt et e
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Again it is better to look at the
ratio of states w different lepton flavors

Re kitties
The SM expectation RI L

there is an

anomaly

O



Another such flavor observable

i

l e p
This happens at tree level in the Sm

through b c t v

another flavor anomaly
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complete model

ADa EÉE

Germi constant Go FYI scale of interactions

0 4 fermion contact interaction

diversion 6



Without knowing what kind of new physics
could be involved we can write the

b s e e

decay in terms of din 6 effective operators

Hey 4GtVtbViFIFIGi Oi
Wilson coefficients0 Met so Pat FM

Oi 158 Pill litre
R

Ose IsPrb ee

Ote Grill tone
All the informationabout

heavy degreesof freedom
are in the Wilson
coefficients These coefficients
can be measured or

constrained
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For a giver mass diversion finding the

allowed effective operators is on testing
problem I think there are Mathematica

packages that do that
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Effective Field Theories EFT

µ
Are tht new degreesof

freedomANp

few g g lit W F the standard Model

pan
9 g lit 4 form interactions

f

p and potman theory
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There is a din 5 operator in the SM

G WH KH Weinberg operator

One UV itionTilson coefficient
leads to v v scattering Y

I In
ga Calculate this loop

A can be different
it goes like kn than the mass of

µ
the new heavy particles

I



I
WH t

For a din d operator flavor observables

corresponding scattering
car probe new

amplitude goes like probe new physics

ppd
scales much higher
than the reach of

blows
up for I A the Lac

Od relevant
For b slit

O marginal Anp 35ft
Ods4 irrelevant

s
for EA

Possible UV completions for flavor anomalies
leptoguarks I

Ee
2 W from a gauged Uhm
Ismet b ctv
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Muon g 2 anomaly

SM predictions mightbe off New
lattice

I results show better agreement w data



Neutron lifetime anomaly

i


